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Eighteen-year-old Georgette Baine is a young pirate captain raised with utter disdain toward
royalty. But when she and her twin brother, Captain Elias Baine, make a precarious deal with a
King to gain access to a long-lost treasure, they find themselves in an untenable position. The
King has tasked them with procuring stolen cargo under the watchful eye of his army
commander, and Georgette is convinced they've been misled.Mercy Landlight is a nineteen-
year-old princess who has been sent to wed a king to secure political peace with his country and
hers. A dutiful daughter of the crown she would never question her brother's decree until on her
way to her new home, and husband, her journey is thwarted.The sparks of an unfamiliar
romance cause Mercy to question everything she's been taught about herself. While Georgette
strains to decide if she should continue the life path she was destined for or to entangle herself
in a relationship that wouldn't offer her the same freedoms.With enemies at every bend, this
harrowing journey will alter the course of their lives and change the very foundation of who they
are and what they've always believed.Follow their sea-faring pirate adventure in this YA Fantasy
Romance!

About the AuthorAuthor Monroe Wildrose has been stuck between the pages of books since the
fifth grade when her father bought her a copy of Eragon by Christopher Paloni. When she's not
reading or writing, she can almost always be found with a cup of coffee in her hand as she
enjoys time with those she adores. She makes her home at the base of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains where she and the loves of her life, her husband and two rowdy toddlers, are
fortunate enough to have Lake Tahoe at their fingertips. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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and Chile.Without you, I wouldn't know thelife-altering magic of marvelous siblingsThe night is
darkening round me,The wild winds coldly blow;But a tyrant spell has bound meAnd I cannot,
cannot go.The giant trees are bendingTheir bare boughs weighed with snow.And the storm is
fast descending,And yet I cannot go.Clouds beyond clouds above me,Wastes beyond wastes
below;But nothing drear can move me;I will not, cannot go.Emily BronteChapter
OneGeorgette"Excuse me, sir, but I need to get up so I can murder my brother. So, if you
wouldn’t mind, please move out of my bed," I insisted but the sleeping man didn’t move.The
hammering at my door continued, and I stared at it as if my twin on the other side would be able
to sense my irritation. If he could, he didn’t seem to mind it in the slightest. I nudged the snoring
heap of a man next to me, rather impressed that the pounding had not woken him. His head
lifted, and I gave him a small encouraging smile. He didn’t seem to be the brightest lad, though I
hadn’t brought him to my bed for his wit. I gazed at his naked form and admired it one last time.
Meanwhile, the banging continued.I exhaled and pulled up a thin sheet that had bunched at the
bottom of my feet and climbed over him. Halfway falling out of bed, I tripped and barely caught
myself on the way to the door. I knew it had to be my brother because no other soul on our ship
would dare knock at my quarters at this hour.I opened the door clutching the sheet to my
body."What, Elias, what could be so pressing that you are knocking on my door before the sun
has risen?" I asked."Morning, Captain," he said with a smile on his face.He pushed past me with
no regard for my lack of clothing. He stood in the middle of my room, staring at the guest in the
bed."Oh." The smile on his face unwavering in a way that drove me to the edge of madness. "I
didn’t realize you had company.""Sir, please grab your belongings and vacate the ship. If you
refuse, I will have to ask one of my crew to remove you by force." I avoided using his name
because I could not recall it.I was suddenly exasperated by my brother’s intruding, and the
man’s determination to sleep was becoming less impressive and more irritating by the second. I
began to tap my foot against the wood floor of my ship. The headache I had was beginning to



throb to the tempo of my pulse."I'd do as she says, mate," Elias mocked me. "The last lad went
over the side of the ship in nothing but his unmentionables."The man sprang up then and started
gathering his clothing and accessories carelessly strewn about the room. He had the good
sense to look both mystified and ashamed as he put on enough layers to be semi-presentable. I
had a pursed-lip smile for him as he left, but that was all. Elias clapped him on the shoulder and
wished him a good day.I bolted behind my dressing curtain before he had cleared the door. I
located fresh undergarments and shoved my legs into trousers, belting in a white long-sleeve
shirt. I swept a sea-green jacket from off the ground while looking around for stockings. I picked
up my boots and peered inside them as if they held answers to life's problems. All the while, I did
my best to ignore my self-satisfied brother in the middle of the room."There," Elias said, pointing
to where a pile of stockings and underthings were littered by side of my bed. I mumbled a curse,
threw a rude gesture his way and snatched the socks off the floor. I shoved my stocking-clad feet
and the bottom of my trousers into the boots."Shall I follow you, Captain, to wherever our urgent
business is?" Mocking, I bowed, gesturing to my quarter doors."I didn't say we had any
business." He stepped out onto the main deck of The Siren, our ship."I assumed that your
attempt to shame me in front of last night's company was instigated by some errand you couldn't
do on your own." I followed him and slammed the door behind me.I acknowledged some of the
crewmen who milled about. The sun promised to rise, though most of the crew had been up for
over an hour. I usually would have been up with them, but I had drunk too much the night before.
A litany of greetings trailed behind us as we passed."I don't think you have a drop of shame in
you, George." We walked down the ship's docking stairs onto the pier below. "Also, Master
Church would be rather miffed if I showed up alone: He does adore you so.""Absalom didn't
mention a meeting with his father," I said, trying to walk while taming my hair into my signature
tight crown pleats on either side of my head."I doubt he knew." Elias's tone had gone from
casual to bothered. "I think he fancies his son too close to us to trust him fully. Our mutual
arrangement with King Kosdel is still young and untested.""You think that's what the meeting is
about?"He walked faster than I, with more determination. He stood only four inches taller than
me, but he took the steps of a giant. He would slow if I asked, but it wounded my pride to request
it of him. If I ended up in a horrible place when I died, I knew it would be my pride that would get
me there."I'm unsure. The correspondence was very vague, with not much more than a time and
place to meet. Master Church’s lackey delivered it this morning.""I don't think he would like
hearing you refer to him as a lackey," I mused, thinking of the red-faced man that answered
Master Gerald Church's every call.We made our way through the port town of Odie. All port
towns bustled with life, but because of Odie's proximity to other nations’ ports, it was
substantially busier. It was close to the capital, which meant we were closely watched by the
King's guard when we arrived. Our ship didn't have a home, but it spent a fair amount of time in
this port. More frequently since we had sold our souls in the agreement we made with King Cyril
Kosdel, who was the monarch over all of Northern Ralice.We knew the streets of this place as
well as we knew our ship. We had explored each cobblestone and hidden alley shortcut as



children. Elias and I had fancied ourselves roughish adventurers with Absalom at our side. We
had gotten ourselves into a fair amount of trouble, and our parents had always been there to get
us out. I thought of a time when we had stolen a dress from a clothing line. The order officers had
chased us around the city until we hid in the back of a butchery. The memory of Absalom's
worried face as a child elicited a smile from me. He had always been there to make sure we
didn't do anything too wild.Odie also always smelled of saltwater and brick. It comforted me like
a fire-warmed blanket in the winter. The previous night Absalom and I had walked the streets,
reminiscing at some of our old spots, until he had left me to my favorite tavern and further
debauchery."It's only been six months since the start of our contract with King Kosdel, and he's
already running us ragged. If this is another request, the crew will be furious. We haven't been at
port for even a full two days," I complained."They'll make do. We all know what the goal is. If we
remind the crew of what lies at the end of this, they won't complain about the short dockings,"
Elias said as we happened up to a familiar tavern that had attached rooms for nightly rent.In the
evening, lots of raucous, drunken sailors looked to spend their money on fresh food, alcohol,
and the pleasure of a woman's company. During the day, none of that changed."Perhaps they
will make do, but my patience is frayed." I walked into the tavern's front and began to scan the
gorged room for the Master of King Kosdel's armies and his son."I don't think you would be petty
enough to jeopardize the biggest yield of our pirating career," Elias almost had to yell at me to
hear over the noise."I'm not sure you’re aware of what I would do for a warm bath and food
without mold on it, Elias." I noticed Master Gerald Church and Absalom resting on the same side
of a corner table shoved in the back of the room.We made our way over to them, sidestepping
drunks and skirting tables. I stopped momentarily to make deliberate eye contact with the
woman at the bar, who nodded at me. I hoped that meant she was going to bring us some food.
We sat down on the opposite side of the table from the two men. I winked at the younger,
eliciting an exasperated shake of his head for my benefit. Gerald opened his mouth to speak
first, but Elias held his hand up."We had better wait until George gets something to eat. She may
faint without a proper breakfast." he said, and Absalom smirked again, knowing us both too well
to play the fool.To anyone else, it sounded as if Elias thought me a delicate female incapable of
discussing anything on an empty stomach. Absalom and I knew the tactic shifted the
conversation to be on our terms. Though, to be honest, I did prefer to talk business on a full
stomach."Quite," Absalom agreed and stared directly at me as I tried to smother the smile that
surfaced.I saw a small fire come to life in his eyes. He knew I loathed being painted with the
strokes of common female assumptions, and his mouth quirked up, daring me to contradict
them. However, I wouldn't rise to his challenge. I hated to play the feminine counterpart, but the
effectiveness of it won out over my pride."If you wouldn't mind, Master Church." I smiled sweetly
at the man.My tenderheartedness for him surfaced without much effort. I thought him a good
soul who happened to be too dedicated to his King and country. He also fancied me, though
perhaps not my closeness with his son."Not at all, Captain Georgette. I must admit I find myself
worried about your daily ritual often. Such a burden this life must be on a young lady."Absalom



started coughing, seeming to struggle with his drink."Don't choke," I said to him dryly as he
covered more laughter with coughing.Elias and Gerald started talking about the exorbitant price
of ship loaning. I said nothing, but listened with half an ear and kept my gaze on Absalom.
Having been friends since childhood, we could communicate wordlessly, we did it almost as well
as Elias and I did.I asked him, in our familiar language, why he had come. He pushed both his
shoulders up and shook his head, looking at his father. He didn't know any more than we did,
and gave me an unimpressed look while running his fingers through sandy hair, which meant he
truly didn't know anything, but his fingers tapped nervously about whatever was afoot.Absalom's
features had a way of making him look friendly. He looked youthful, and his freshwater eyes held
kindness. It didn't work out in his favor as he also tended to be tirelessly courteous as well. He
usually preferred contemplative silence to banter, but his good manners got him into unwanted
situations often. Though, his normally light features had darkened with concern, his eyes shifted
over to his father's frequently, with questions that the man would never answer.The woman from
earlier had made her way over to our table, and she offered a fresh-baked loaf of bread, a block
of grey-toned cheese, and a small tray of fruit. She also brought two mugs of hot liquid for Elias
and me."You're a vision," I said to her, pressing a silver coin to her palm.The woman scurried
away without a word, but I had grown used to it. The fear people had of us was part of what it
meant to be one of the Captain's Baine. People generally avoided interaction with pirates as a
rule."Carry on." I ripped a rather large piece of bread off the loaf and used a small knife I kept at
my belt to slice some cheese."What errand has Cyril for us now?" Elias asked Gerald
directly.Gerald looked uncomfortable at the informal use of his King's name. Though we worked
for the King of Northern Ralice, he wasn't our King. Pirates didn't have homes, so they didn't
have kings or queens to pay respects to. To us, all men were equally capable of being a means
to an end."It's a pirate's ship he's after," Gerald said, dropping his tone as if he suspected
someone in the tavern might be interested."A pirate ship?" Elias asked, annoyed. "Our
agreement didn't include pirate ships; that would be quite the gamble of our crewmen's lives as
well as our own."He wasn't wrong. While a pirate's code was to steal anything you could get your
hands on, including other pirates' bounty, it would be an excellent way to start a war with another
crew. It could be dangerous, bordering on idiotic, depending on the ship's captain."They stole
something he wants back very badly; it's sitting aboard that ship.""Master Church," I spoke up, "It
doesn't matter what they stole. We cannot go to war with another pirate ship. Especially because
if another crew found out about our bargain with your King, we would be marked.""He's offering
twenty-five pounds of gold before your voyage and twenty pounds when his property is
returned." He went on as if he hadn't even heard me. "When you secure cargo inside the ship,
you are to bring it back here. From there, our guard will transport it safely to the capitol and the
King.""Gold isn't of any use to the dead," I interrupted more forcefully. "What exactly was
stolen?"Absalom and Elias focused on Gerald and awaited his answer. The army master shifted
under the scrutiny. He glanced around again at the other tavern patrons rubbing his hands
together. I knew he was nervous not only to discuss business in a public place but also to be



seen with us, even at his King's request. Though fond of me, he found our profession distasteful.
Most people found our work offensive."I can't say.""You can't say, or you don't know?" Elias
countered, taking one of the pieces of cheese I had sliced."Nobody does," he admitted."If we
accept this voyage, how are we even to know where this ship is? Are we to travel all of Marecult
looking for it?" I asked."They intercepted it between Molina shores and the Forgotten Mountains
along Urorah's borders weeks ago. Our military has spotted it heading toward the divide at
Hesterna.""They would have to be going downriver," I guessed."With it being spring, that's what
we assumed.""If you know where it is, I wonder why the king doesn't send one of his military
ships after it." Elias composed a cheese and bread stack and handed it to me.His tone had
warmed a little, and only I knew why.I sipped the liquid in the mug and found it to be a spicy tea.
It thawed my insides as I clutched my hands around it. If we pursue a ship going downriver on
Hesterna, we would be forced to sail down past Hestiege and Southern Ralice. It would be too
challenging to sail upriver. We would have to come up and around Northern Ralice's east shores
and back down to Odie. It would be a long voyage, but one that we had been waiting for."We
were hoping there would be less resistance from one pirate ship to another. Perhaps saving the
cargo from danger or being lost," Gerald answered, sitting back.He was no fool. He saw the shift
in Elias, and though he didn't know why, he grinned self-satisfied."As if pirates just overtake
each other's vessels and open our holds for one another," I laughed.Gerald merely shrugged as
if the King and he had thought precisely that. I fought the urge to snort at him and instead
finished my tea. It was easy to take a merchant ship because they weren't prepared for attack.
They may bear arms in one way or another, but they were less willing to part with their lives to
protect cargo. Pirates were always on guard for attack and ready to die defending what they had
stolen. Though there would be a much greater risk, we would take our chances. Elias and I didn't
even need to discuss it."Very well," Elias agreed. "We shall recover whatever it is that is so
precious and bring it back to Odie.""Sending correspondence at each port," Gerald reminded
him as Elias waved him off dismissively.Stopping at ports at regular intervals slowed a voyage
drastically, but it was one of the stipulations of our agreement."The first when we have the King's
property and then regularly after that. If we are going to catch that ship going downriver, we have
no time to waste. They will have a lead on us.""That seems reasonable," Gerald agreed "There is
one more condition King Kosdel has insisted upon."I had been about to stand up so that we
could start preparing. We had done eight raids for King Kosdel. Though we were using him for
our benefit, he was still about as slippery as any other king. Looking out for his self-interest, no
matter the cost to anyone else. You couldn't blame them; it ran in their blood."Out with it," Elias
sighed."Absalom is to accompany you during your voyage."My eyes flicked to Absalom's for half
a moment. He blanched before replacing his initial reaction with casual interest. Since his
mother's passing at the tender age of twelve, Absalom learned to hate the ocean. In his eyes,
the sea had taken her from him. It had been almost ten years, and he still wouldn't walk along the
beach on a sunny day. He had told me once that he hated standing on the deck of a ship and
seeing nothing but a glass ocean before him. Though I knew he hated it, he wouldn't refuse his



father's request."We do not need a watchdog," Elias ground out."The King insisted on a man
from his company. I convinced him that Absalom is right for this. I figured you would be more
amiable to him than any other. It will be more comfortable, don't you agree?""A comfort for
yourself or us, I wonder." I bit into another piece of fruit, and Absalom glanced at me, shaking his
head."Absalom, have you any trouble with this?" Elias asked.The table went silent. I knew full
well that Absalom would protest if he could. He needed to prove to his father that he wasn't as
much like his mother as Gerald believed him to be. That mission alone would drive him to do a
great many things, including going on a voyage that would take several weeks. Neither Elias nor I
would do him the dishonor of saying anything about it out loud."None at all. I am eager to learn
how your ship runs so well. I doubt I would ever get an invitation from either of you. I shall be glad
to take the opportunity."His smile might have convinced someone who knew him less. His father
seemed pleased with his answer and gave his son a proud grin. It was as affectionate as Gerald
ever acted toward his son."Good lad. I shall have the gold sent to your ship before the end of the
day, along with any documentation we have on the sighting of the ship," Gerald said as if
everything had worked out perfectly."We leave tomorrow before first light." I stood up before
Gerald could throw any more surprises. "We have a lot to do if we are to be ready before then.
Absalom, if you come tonight, we can show you your quarters, and you can get settled."We said
our goodbyes, and Gerald wished us well. We parted ways outside the tavern. Elias and I walked
in silence for a bit. The spring air had finally warmed the streets a little, but frost still lingered. I
wished I had another mug of warm tea from the tavern.Elias waited for me as I went to a few
shops on the way back to pick up the new clothes I had ordered the last time we had been there.
Aside from my jacket, my attire was little more than rags and holes. I got several new pairs of
trousers, an almond leather vest for everyday wear, several plain linen shirts, undergarments,
and hosiery.At the counter of the undergarment shop, the woman tried selling me a dainty silver
ring on a chain. I turned it down as I had only ever worn my nine gold hoops: four in each ear and
one in my nose above the bow of my lips. Besides those, I never donned any other jewelry. They
were the same piercings my mother had worn and what marked me as a pirate woman in a sea
of people. It wasn’t fashionable for ladies to wear so many hoops, especially not in their
noses.When I came out of the cobbler carrying a freshly oiled pair of boots, Elias stared
absently at a woman setting up her loomed rugs for selling."Done," I called, and he fell in step
with me as we headed for the docks. "What will we do about Absalom?""I suppose, once we get
to the moment where the decision has to be made, we shall make it," he said, relieving me of a
few of my boxes. "I am not yet sure if having him aboard will work to our advantage.""Shouldn't
we have a plan either way? The King is giving us forty-five pounds of Ralician gold to complete
this witless mission. It’s more than he’s ever given us before, shouldn’t we at least have a plan for
whatever we might find?""George, plans for you incite worry, and we need not worry until we
need to worry.""The wisdom that comes from you is truly astounding." I glowered my
displeasure."I astound even myself." He went on ignoring my expression.When we got to the
ship, the crew stood at attention, waiting for the day's orders."Men, we sail out before sunrise



tomorrow," I yelled to them all. "Get her ready and restock our supplies. We have a ship to
catch!"Chapter TwoGeorgetteI watched Absalom from behind the ship's wheel as he walked
onto the quarter deck and leaned back against the railing. He seemed to be taking our
departure quite well, considering. When we cast off, he had come up from his quarters as
presentable as ever. Elias and I had insisted he didn't dress in his military formals. If another ship
were to see him, it would cause us unnecessary trouble. So, he wore plain black trousers and a
cream shirt tucked into them. I chuckled at his formal vest sewn from green brocade fabric, and
his cravat made him look ornamental amongst the backdrop."You're laughing at me," he said,
looking down at his shirt and vest. "I'll have you know; I tried to come up in just my shirt and
trousers. I felt completely naked and couldn't bring myself to do it.""Well, I'm sure you would look
just as handsome naked as you do fully clothed," I assured, smiling. It was the sort of flirting that
he didn't bother to react to anymore. His cheeks would have colored, and his eyes darkened at
one time, but years of my brazenness had seasoned him."I would feel flattered, George, if I
didn't know you said that to every pretty lad that walked onto your ship.""Who said I find you
pretty?" I smirked."Why, just a minute ago, you were admiring me in my vest.""Yes, wishing I had
a vest like that. Then came the disheartening realization that I would never look quite as lovely as
you.""True," he agreed and turned away from me to look out over the ocean.I looked after him
confused, and disappointment gripped my stomach. Usually, our verbal back and forth went on
for much longer. We would only stop when one of us got too close to a line both of us knew was
there. He had pulled away early, and I found myself wounded.Though I knew he was not glad to
be aboard, I was delighted to have him. Aside from Elias, I considered him my closest friend. I
had always wished I could show him just a part of this life. I had longed to reveal a bit of the
ocean worth loving, as I imagined it might soothe at least a sliver of his hatred for it. "Bram!" I
shouted at a middle-aged man anchoring a sail in place.He froze and signaled to another
shipmate to take over for him. He walked up and stopped just before the deck landing. Bram's
barrel-shaped torso made him look stout. His nose and the bit of his cheeks that peeked out
from under his beard were rosy red. He was a good sailor and loyal to my brother and me. His
loyalty worth his weight in gold."Yes, Captain," he answered, taking his hat off to me.Though the
men didn't do that for Elias, it was something I had not been able to get them to stop doing on
my account."Didn't we pick up a new crewman back at port?" I asked."Yes, Captain, his name is
Jameson. He's our new surgeon to replace Gardner.""I have yet to meet him. Send him
up.""Right away." He hastily disappeared below deck.Jones, our quartermaster oversaw all new
hires aboard the ship. Elias and I trusted him implicitly, and as he had been pirating for well
beyond our sailing years, his expertise was invaluable."Morning, Captain," Elias greeted me,
coming up the stairs a moment later."Morning, Captain," I responded in turn.We greeted each
other this way every day. Our parents had done it before us, and we felt compelled to follow
tradition."How do you feel about Absalom's vest?" I turned to the man leaning over the ship rail.I
couldn't help but wonder if he was gazing back at the shore in longing, or preparing to wretch
over the side. Elias turned to assess Absalom as well and grinned. He was close enough to hear



our conversation but chose to ignore us."I rather like it; do we have a formal meal planned that I
wasn't informed of?""Forgive me if I don't take my fashion direction from two people who spend
their lives on a ship surrounded by half-dressed men," Absalom said, abandoning his previous
silence."Wounded, truly." Elias passed us and motioned to the navigation room."Jones, take the
wheel, please," I called to our Quartermaster.Jones looked as well dressed as Absalom and was
the best Quartermaster I had encountered. He had been our parent's Quartermaster as well. He
was the only member of their crew we had kept on. He tipped his hat to me in answer, smiling in
a way I often thought ladies would have swooned over in his prime. While he was probably
twenty-five years my senior, he was a handsome and polished man, for a pirate.A large table sat
in the middle of the navigation room, illuminated by the sun streaming through the windows
behind it. The room was modest in size but still my favorite. It held a small library of books on a
single shelf-lined wall and under a bench that looked out the back windows. I often took my
breakfast there to read. I felt most secure there when I wasn't on solid ground.Elias sorted a few
maps before choosing one with the most detailed rendering of the Hesterna. The Hesterna was
a large river, and during spring, it dashed downstream. The only possible way we would catch
the other ship on the river was if it happened to be much larger than ours or carrying more cargo.
The Siren was a sizable ship. It had been initially intended for military use and converted into a
thieving vessel when our father had won it in a game of cards."We are making our way to the
divide now. It's a risk to assume that they are going downriver, but it would be almost impossible
right now to force a ship up Hesterna. Though I've heard of men doing it," Elias said, his eyes
following our course."They'll take the quickest exit," I put in leaning over the map. "If this cargo is
as precious as the claims, it would be foolish of them to waste time.""And no one would ever
expect foolish behavior from pirates," Sarcasm drenched Absalom's statement."No more foolish
than any other man," I said."Or woman," Elias added."I have found that women are substantially
less foolish than men," I said with a smile. "Though this is a fool's errand, we agreed to it. We
have almost no information about this ship other than the flag it flies and the rough coordinates
of its last sighting. We also know nothing of the cargo we seek, and if it will be a hassle to load it
aboard our ship.""At least not many merchant ships will be sailing downriver right now," Elias
said."A small comfort."Absalom poured over the map with a critical eye and followed the river
with his finger. He skipped all over the map, touching things at points here and there with
seemingly no order."What if they come up by the shores of Coranthia. How do we know they will
head south and not north when they exit Hesterna?" His eyes never left the map."The
Coranthians are intolerant of pirates docking at their ports. Their laws are stringent. There are a
few ports where you can dock for a short time, and you must know the port master to even
consider it," I said."All nations have anti-piracy laws.""They do, but the people of Coranthia truly
believe that their lands are better off without pirates." My eyes grazed the shores on the
map."They take pirate eradication very seriously," Elias added, "land in the wrong port, and you
will find yourself hanging from a gin displayed as a warning to others.""So, the chances are
unlikely. The safest ports at Coranthia aren't immediately after you exit the river. The most neutral



are in Puddle Island, but they wouldn't sail for that long without resupply. If they don't port along
the Hesterna, then they will have to shortly after," I said, "and if their ship is weighted with
enough supplies to make that kind of journey, we will have no trouble catching them before they
make it to the mouth of the river.""I didn't realize that the subjects of Coranthia were so united in
King Vaxa's feelings about piracy," Absalom said, and I ignored the impressed tone of his
voice."It's gotten worse in the last five years. George and I would find it difficult to count the
number of men we know branded pirate and executed there."Elias looked to a spot on the map
where a particularly nasty port rested. I exchanged a grimace with him and shoved down the
emotions of losing friends I had known who had ported in the wrong place."I suppose worse is a
matter of which side you stand on. To the Coranthian government, it would have gotten better. I
know many of the men in my company would consider that a great victory," Absalom said, and
his words weren't unkind, but a reminder of another's viewpoint, a viewpoint we wouldn't fault
him for.There would always be a bit of a divide between the three of us. While we were the best
of friends, Absalom could not support our lifestyle. He was a military commander, and we were
often on warring sides of political issues. One man bound to uphold the law, and two taught to
break it, bound by stout friendship."Death to one is life to another," Elias agreed and looked up,
"the wind and current is with us now, but that means it is with our prey as well. We will keep the
crew up tonight and rotate shifts as to not lose any speed.""Aye," I agreed."Absalom, prepare for
your first hunt on The Siren, mate." Elias put his arm around the military commander and shook
him good-naturedly."I am rather interested to see you both in action." Absalom's mouth said one
thing, but his eyes spoke of fear.He looked up, and I tried not to show the pity I felt for him. Pity
was a useless thing, and it helped neither the one feeling it nor the one who you were feeling it
for. I also felt a sense of pride in him for coming aboard. Though he was two years older than us
and a full-grown man, my heart swelled with the feeling. I focused on that and hoped that was
what he saw on my face."I would be more comfortable sleeping with the crew than in the
quarters I was given," he said, breaking eye contact with me as he headed toward the door.I
supposed his training and the relationships he had with his men back home made him think like
that. Higher in rank but not so high to consider himself above the common foot soldier."Very
well," Elias said to him. "Though if you change your mind...""I don't wish for them to resent me, a
stranger on their ship of no rank to them, sleeping in a fine room."Absalom nodded with a smile
and opened the door to the deck stepping back out. I went to follow when Elias touched my
shoulder lightly. I waited for a single breath as the door closed behind Absalom. I turned to Elias,
who had soft concern written on his features."I mean no offense by this, George, you know," he
started."That preface generally means what you are about to say will offend me greatly," I said,
smiling. "What is it?""I find myself slightly concerned that having Absalom on board will have
negative repercussions." He had the good sense to cringe after he said it.I gave him an irritated
look while he searched for his following line of thought."Negative regarding the entire crew or
negative concerning me?" I asked."I don't mean negative," he said, waving a hand as if that
would erase that he had even said the word. "I just mean...""Yes?" My temper flared for a



moment."I'm not passing judgment." He looked up at the ceiling. "I merely mean I know things
between you and him are...""There is nothing between us," I argued stiffly, and he looked at me
with an eyebrow raised."George, you may choose to lie to yourself, but it is insulting when you lie
to me. I mean no harm by asking. If you don't think it will be an issue, then I won't bring it up
again."I let my anger steep for a moment longer before letting it go. I knew Elias didn't mean any
harm, and he was looking out for our future. I wasn't sure if there was any merit to his worry, but I
couldn't lash out at him for asking. We had many unspoken pacts with each other, but honesty
was vital to being united in front of our crew. I would have presented him with the same worries if
he were in my shoes."I understand your concern Elias," I said, and he looked relieved. "I cannot
promise his presence will not color my judgment, but I will do my best to be on guard against
it.""I have no objection to him; I hold him in the highest respect.""Elias," I begged. "Please, I am
becoming uncomfortable.""I know. I am rather enjoying it."I scowled at him and walked out the
door, leaving his laughter behind me. In my escape from him, I ran into someone waiting just
outside the navigation room.I stepped back, and the man in front of me mumbled an apology
and gathered himself. Man was too generous a word as his features lent themselves to a young
boy. He would have been at least two years younger than I was with a soft face. Though he was
long and thin, he had the air about him of still growing comfortable in his own body. When he
finally noticed who he had run into, his brown eyes went wide, and he stepped away from
me."My lady, my apologies."My eyes shot to the crew on the deck below. All of them pretending
not to listen to the exchange as they snickered at the boy. It was a rite of passage of sorts. The
crew would conveniently leave out the fact that one of their captains was a woman, which led to
awkward and often unpleasant run-ins for new crew members. I looked at Bram, who was
standing behind the boy, trying to hide a smile.Elias had come partway out of the room and
witnessed him making a fool of himself in front of me and the others. He shook his head, but
there was a hint of a smile on his face. Elias thought it nearly as funny as the other crew, no
matter how often it happened. He stepped out, and the door closed behind him."That's Captain
Lady to you, young lad," Elias said standing next to me, and I fought the urge to elbow him in the
ribs."That's just Captain or Captain George if you like," I said to him though I was warming up to
the situation and smothering a small smile.The boy's eyes got wider, and he stood stiff at
attention."Captain..." Disbelief was evident."Yes."I had long ago stopped being so irritated by
men not thinking me capable of being a Captain. It made the victory sweeter when I proved them
wrong. There were not very many females in piracy. A few distinguished themselves enough to
leave legacies, and many that sailed pretended to be men."You're...beautiful." He shifted
uncomfortably as the revelation left his mouth.I did smile at him then, and his cheeks reddened
when some of the crew laughed. There was no doubt about the fact that they were listening now.
Elias even let out a soft chuckle. When I looked past the boy to where Absalom was standing, he
was not smiling but seemed somewhat concerned."Thank you, though that's the last time you
should say that, for your own sake." I had leaned in to say it quietly, trying to save him any further
shame."This must be our new surgeon, Jameson," Elias said, "you look to be a bit



young.""Indeed," I agreed."I'm Sixteen, Sir.""Captain." Elias looked amused as he gently
corrected him."Captain.""Not so young. Don't discount Jameson for his youth." I tried to sound
assuring and leaned in close to whisper, "A year older than when my brother and I took over this
very ship."I wasn't sure why I volunteered this information to him. Perhaps I felt I understood part
of what he was experiencing. Obviously, his first time out on the ocean, he looked scared out of
his wits. While we ran a fastidious ship and the crew had been privy to both mine and Elias's
wrath, it had to be tempered with kindness and understanding to cultivate trust amongst a
crew."Welcome," Elias said, leading him down the stairs by his shoulders. "I'll give you a tour.
Though I'm sure Bram or Jones have shown you pretty much everything there is to see. Let’s
show you to the kitchen for some rum to calm your nerves. It gives me a good excuse to
drink."The crew dispersed now that all the fun was over. Absalom still stood at the railing but was
now looking out at the ocean again. I turned to Jones, who was still at the wheel.
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Celeste, “Fortuitous Me. There are some books that strum the chords and cause hours of revel
and contemplation. This was one of those books for me. After reading it I was immediately
inspired to paint a pirate ship, I find myself listening to songs and relating them to characters or
relationships in this book. I hope others enjoy it was much as I did!”

Nicole, “excellent story. I’m hardcore into RH so it’s hard to satisfy me with regular relationships-
these aren’t regular and I love it. I hate that I have to wait for book 2 which is always a good
indication of a quality book. Congratulations to the author, you’ve got a new fan.”

Bethany Chalvet, “Absolutely amazing!!. The story started slow ... I will admit that i did get bored
a third of the way through but then i kept going and i watched all of the pieces fall into place and
now i cannot wait for book two! Monroe did a fabulous job building the story well! One of the first
books i have actually bought in half a year, well worth the ten dollars.”

Britt Swensson, “A Grand Pirate Legend!. I enjoyed every page of this book from beginning to
end. I didn’t know I was looking for an epic pirate adventure but evidently it was just what I
needed! I loved every character and I can’t wait to see what the next book has in store for them.”

Christie, “cute, fun easy read. I thought the story was cute. I got attached to the characters and
couldn't wait to see what happened. It was a fun short read to break up some of the big novels I
was reading.”

Susan C Chadwick, “I love this book!. My daughter lent me this book and I had to buy the set,
just so I could read it any time I wanted. And I'm on my 4th time reading it. It make me laugh, cry
and get angry, without all the vulgarity.They are just good books!”

Korinne, “A must read. This is a great read. Great plot twists. Couldn't put it down. I cannot wait to
read the next book.”

Kari, “What a story!. In love with the tale. Can’t wait to read the next installment. Relatable
characters, sword fights, and adventure. Great read for anyone that loves a pirate story.”

Laura Power, “Loved this!. An amazing story with fantastic character development. You grow
attached to everyone in the story and how their relationships change and evolve throughout. Two
strong female leads who are kind but fierce. Cannot wait for part 2!”

aRMy, “Wow. Not even finished yet and I'm loving it.I recommend ”



Hello Lovely, “Quick easy read.. This was a good book. It hooked me in quite nicely and I was
encouraged to finish. The characters are well developed with their own stories and encouraging
to read. I can’t wait for the second to see what happens to our characters as their stories unfold.”

The book by Monroe Wildrose has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 91 people have provided feedback.
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